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Pharmaceutical-embodied technical progress, 
longevity, and quality of life:  

drugs as “equipment for your health” 
 
Several econometric studies have concluded that technical progress embodied in 

equipment is a major source of manufacturing productivity growth.  Other research has 
suggested that, over the long run, growth in the U.S. economy’s “health output” has been 
at least as large as the growth in non-health goods and services.  One important input in 
the production of health—pharmaceut icals—is even more R&D-intensive than 
equipment.   

In this paper we test the pharmaceutical-embodied technical progress hypothesis—the 
hypothesis that newer drugs increase the length and quality of life—and estimate the rate 
of progress.  To do this, we estimate health production functions, in which the dependent 
variables are various indicators of post-treatment health status (such as survival, 
perceived health status, and presence of physical or cognitive limitations), and the 
regressors include drug vintage (the year in which the FDA first approved a drug’s active 
ingredient(s)) and indicators of pre-treatment health status.  We estimate these 
relationships using extremely disaggregated—prescription- level—cross-sectional data 
derived primarily from the 1997 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey.   

We find that people who used newer drugs had better post-treatment health than 
people using older drugs for the same condition, controlling for pre-treatment health, age, 
sex, race, marital status, education, income, and insurance coverage: they were more 
likely to survive, their perceived health status was higher, and they experienced fewer 
activity, social, and physical limitations.  The estimated cost of the increase in vintage 
required to keep a person alive is lower than some estimates of the value of remaining 
alive for one month.  One estimate of the cost of preventing an activity limitation is 
$1673, and the annual rate of technical progress with respect to activity limitations is 
8.6%.  People consuming newer drugs tend to experience greater increases (or smaller 
declines) in physical ability than people consuming older drugs.   

Most of the health measures indicate that the effect of drug vintage on health is higher 
for people with low initial health than it is for people with high initial health.  Therefore 
in contrast to equipment-embodied technical progress, which tends to increase economic 
inequality, pharmaceutical-embodied technical progress has a tendency to reduce 
inequality as well as promote economic growth, broadly defined.  
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In his seminal 1956 paper, Robert Solow showed that, for sustained economic 

growth to occur, technological progress is necessary: 

 
 
 
 
In that paper, Solow assumed that technical progress was exogenous: it descends upon 

the economy like “manna from heaven,” automatically and regardless of whatever else is 

going on in the economy (Jones (1998, 32-3)).   

More recent theoretical (“endogenous growth”) models (Romer (1990)) relaxed 

this assumption: they have hypothesized that “technical progress is driven by research 

and development” ((Jones (1998, 89-90)): 

 
 

 
 
Empirical evidence (e.g. Griliches and Lichtenberg (1984), Lichtenberg and Siegel 

(199?)) is consistent with the hypothesis that firms and industries that perform more 

R&D exhibit higher productivity growth. 

 Solow and other economists have recognized since the late 1950s that there are 

two kinds of technical progress: disembodied and embodied.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
Suppose that agent i in the economy (e.g. a firm or government agency) engages in 

research and development.  If technical progress is disembodied, another agent (j) can 

benefit from agent i’s R&D whether or not he purchases agent i’s products. But if 

technical progress is embodied, agent j benefits from agent i’s R&D only if he purchases 

agent i’s products.  Solow conjectured that most technical progress was embodied.  In 

one paper (Solow (1962, p. 76)), he assumed that “all technological progress needs to be 

‘embodied’ in newly produced capital goods before there can be any effect on output.” 

A number of econometric studies have investigated the hypothesis that capital 

equipment employed by U.S. manufacturing firms embodies technological change, i.e. 

Technical progress Economic growth 

Technical progress Economic growth R&D 

R&D 
Technical progress 
• disembodied 
• embodied 

Economic growth 
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that “each successive vintage of investment is more productive than the last.”  Equipment 

is expected to embody significant technical progress due to the relatively high R&D-

intensity of equipment manufacturers.  According to the National Science Foundation, 

the R&D-intensity of machinery and equipment manufacturing is about 50% higher than 

the R&D-intensity of manufacturing in general, and 78% higher than the R&D intensity 

of all industries.  

One method that has been used to test the equipment-embodied technical change 

hypothesis is to estimate manufacturing production functions, including (mean) vintage 

of equipment as well as quantities of capital and labor.  Bahk and Gort (1993) argued that 

“we can take due account of the effect of vintage by measuring the average vintage of the 

stock”  (p. 565).  Similarly, Sakellaris and Wilson (2000) stated that “a standard 

production function estimation (in logs) provides an estimate of embodied technical 

change by dividing the coefficient on average age [of equipment] by the coefficient on 

capital stock” (capital’s share in total cost).   

These studies have concluded that technical progress embodied in equipment is a 

major source of manufacturing productivity growth.  Hulten (1992) found that as much as 

20 percent (and perhaps more) of the BLS total- factor-productivity change (in 

manufacturing) can be directly associated with embodiment—the higher productivity of 

new capital than old capital.  For equipment used in U.S. manufacturing, best-practice 

technology may be as much as 23 percent above the average level of technical efficiency.   

Bahk and Gort (1993) concluded that “Industrywide learning appears to be uniquely 

related to embodied technical change of physical capital.  Once due account is taken of 

the latter variable, residual industrywide learning [disembodied technical change] 

disappears as a significant explanatory variable” (p. 579).  And Sakellaris and Wilson 

(2000) estimate that “each vintage is about 12 percent more productive than the previous 

year’s vintage (in the preferred specification)”, and that equipment-embodied technical 

change accounted for about two thirds of U.S. manufacturing productivity growth 

between 1972 and 1996.   

 Although equipment-embodied technical progress has contributed to U.S. 

economic growth, it has probably had an undesirable side effect: increasing economic 
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inequality. 1  Bartel and Lichtenberg (1987) presented evidence that reductions in the 

mean age of equipment reduce the relative demand for, and wages of, less-educated 

workers.  Support for the “skill-biased technical change” hypothesis has been provided 

by numerous other studies. 

 Although virtually all previous empirical studies of embodied technical progress 

have focused on equipment used in manufacturing, embodied technical progress may also 

be an important source of economic growth in another sector of the economy: health care.   

Recent research has suggested that, over the long run, growth in the U.S. economy’s 

“health output” has been at least as large as the growth in non-health goods and services.2   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Between 1900 and 1997, life expectancy at birth increased from 49.2 years to 76.5 years.3  

Nordhaus (1998) estimated that, “to a first approximation, the economic value of 

increases in longevity over the twentieth century is about as large as the value of 

measured growth in non-health goods and services” (p. 17).  Moreover, there is evidence 

that the quality as well as the length of life of life have increased.  According to a new 

study, which looked at a sample of 19,000 Americans age 65 and older, the chances that 

elderly Americans will be devastated by chronic disabilities like stroke and dementia 

have declined sharply. The number of older people who become severely disabled has 

been declining gradually for more than a decade, but the decline became much sharper at 

the end of the 1990's.4  

                                                 
1 According to a recent article, “For 30 years the gap between the richest Americans and everyone else has 
been growing so much that the level of inequality is higher than in any other industrialized nation….many 
economists [have] come to see inequality as a basic feature of the new high-tech economic scene.”  
(“Grounded by an income gap,” New York Times, Dec. 15, 2001.) 
2 Evidently, officials at the United Nations feel that per capita GDP growth is an incomplete measure of 
economic growth, broadly defined: they publish the “human development index,” which is an (unweighted) 
average of three indexes: a life expectancy index, an education index, and an index of per capita GDP.   
3 Anderson RN. United States life tables, 1997. National vital statistics reports; vol 47 no. 28. Hyattsville, 
Maryland: National Center for Health Statistics. 1999. 
4 Scientists at the National Institute on Aging, which sponsored the study, said the decline probably resulted 
from a variety of factors, including more widespread knowledge of the benefits of diet and exercise, fewer 
people smoking, new drugs for heart problems and other illnesses, and advances in eye surgery. Advances 

R&D 
Technical progress 
• disembodied 
• embodied 

Economic growth 
• conventional 
• health 
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Thus health output appears to be increasing at least as fast as conventional output.  

Moreover, one important input in the production of health—pharmaceuticals—is even 

more R&D-intensive than equipment.  According to the NSF, the R&D intensity of drugs 

and medicines manufacturing is 74% higher than the R&D intensity of machinery and 

equipment manufacturing (Figure 1).  Therefore, it is quite plausible that there is also a 

high rate of pharmaceutical-embodied technical progress.   

The objective of this paper is to test the pharmaceutical-embodied technical 

progress hypothesis—the hypothesis that newer drugs increase the length and quality of 

life—and to estimate the rate of progress.  In one respect, the approach we take is similar 

to that used in previous studies of manufacturing: we estimate production functions that 

include vintage.  But our methodology differs in a number of ways.  We estimate health 

production functions, in which the dependent variables are various indicators of health 

status, such as presence of physical or cognitive limitations.  We estimate these 

relationships using extremely disaggregated—prescription- level—cross-sectional data 

derived primarily from the 1997 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey.  And we define 

vintage as the year in which the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) first approved a 

drug’s active ingredient(s).   

 
Theoretical Framework 
 

The simplest model one might estimate to determine the effect of drug vintage on 

post-treatment health is  

 
HPOST  = b0 + b1 V + b2 Z + u     (1) 

 
where: 
 

HPOST  is a measure of a person’s post-treatment health status  
 
V is the vintage (FDA approval year) of the drug(s) consumed by the person 
during a period 
 
Z are other potential determinants of HPOST  that may be correlated with V (e.g. 
medical condition, age, sex, and education) 

                                                                                                                                                 
in prescription drugs and medical technology have also contributed to the decline.  “Decrease in Chronic 
Illness Bodes Well for Medicare Costs,”  New York Times, May 8, 2001 
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u is a disturbance 

 
 For several reasons, however, the consistency and efficiency of estimates of this 

effect may be improved by extending eq. (1) to include pre-treatment health status: 

 
HPOST  = b0 + b1 V + b2 Z + b3 HPRE + u     (2) 

 
where: 
 

HPRE is a measure of a person’s pre-treatment health status, i.e. her status at the 
beginning of the period 

 
We will estimate both models.  Estimation of eq. (2) will reveal the effect of vintage on 

post-treatment health status, conditional on pre-treatment health status.5  The first reason 

to control for HPRE is that many of the health indicators that we will analyze are fairly 

subjective: they are responses to questions such as “do you have difficulty walking?,” or 

“do you suffer from cognitive limitations?”.  There may be significant differences in the 

way people whose “true” health is the same respond to such questions.  But as long as 

these differences remain the same in the pre- and post-treatment health surveys, they 

won’t affect our estimates. 

The second reason is that HPOST  may depend on the vintage of drugs consumed in 

previous periods as well as the period of observation.  Suppose that HPOST  = f(V, V-1, V-

2,…).  If the coefficients on V decay geometrically with respect to time, one may express 

HPOST  as a linear function of current V and its own lagged value (HPRE).  Under these 

assumptions, b1 may be interpreted as the short-run effect of V on health, and (b1 / (1 – 

b3)) may be interpreted as the long-run effect. 

The third reason to control for HPRE is that assignment of drugs to individuals is 

not random.  Moreover, a simple but plausible theory of how drugs are assigned to 

people, which we sketch below, suggests that V may be (negatively) correlated with 

HPRE.  If this is the case, estimates of eq. (1) will yield estimates of the effect of drug 

vintage on post-treatment health that are biased downward. 

                                                 
5 If age affects the rate of depreciation of health as well as the level of health (e.g., health declines more 
rapidly among the elderly), then age should reduce HPOST, conditional on HPRE . 
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Suppose that a person’s (post-treatment) utility function is: 
 

U = U(HPOST , Y – pV V)    (3) 
 
where: 
 

Y is the person’s gross income (assumed to be exogenous)  
 
pV (pV > 0)  is the “price of vintage”, i.e. the difference in price between a drug of 
vintage t+1 and a drug of vintage t.6  Hence (Y – pV V) is the person’s “residual 
income”, i.e. income net of expenditure on drug vintage.   

 
Further suppose that the (post-treatment) health production function is of the form 
 

HPOST  = HPOST (V, HPRE)    (4) 
 
where: 
 

HPRE is a measure of a person’s pre-treatment health status (also assumed to be 
exogenous).  

 
Assume that the partial derivatives of HPOST  with respect to both V and HPRE are positive: 

increases in pre-treatment health and in drug vintage both increase post-treatment health. 

Eq. (1) can be regarded as a linear version of eq. (4), in which HPRE is included in 

the disturbance. 

 
Substituting (4) into (3), 
 

U = U(HPOST (V, HPRE), Y – pV V)   (5) 
 
Using newer drugs (increasing V) affects utility in two opposite ways: it increases U by 

increasing HPOST , but reduces utility by reducing residual income (Y – pV V).  A utility-

maximizing consumer chooses V to balance these two effects. 

We now make one further assumption about the health production function (4): a 

“negative interaction” between V and HPRE ((∂2 HPOST  / ∂ V ∂ HPRE) < 0), i.e. we assume 

that the marginal productivity of increasing V is higher for people with poor initial health 

(low HPRE).  (Figure 2)  As a rule, increases in the quantity and quality of medical care 

are probably more valuable to people in poor initial health than they are to people in 

                                                 
6 We will present evidence about pV below. 
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excellent initial health.  We will present empirical evidence that provides strong support 

for this negative interaction. 

Since people with low education and income are more likely to be in poor initial 

health than people with high education and income, pharmaceutical-embodied technical 

progress may be biased towards the less-educated.7  If so, it tends to reduce inequality as 

it contributes to economic growth. 8 

These assumptions imply that (for given Y), equilibrium V is inversely related to 

HPRE: individuals in poor initial health will tend to use newer drugs than people in 

excellent initial health.  This is why b1 from equation (1) may underestimate the effect of 

V on HPOST .  Suppose that the true post-treatment health production function is a linear 

version of eq. (4): 

 
HPOST  = β0 + β1 V + β2 Z + β3 HPRE + u   (6) 

 
Then plim(b1) = β1 + β3 βPRE.V, where βPRE.V is the slope coefficient from the simple 

“auxiliary” regression of HPRE on V.  Since we hypothesize that β3 > 0 and βPRE.V < 0, 

plim(b1) < β1. 

Fortunately, we have data on HPRE as well as on HPOST  and V, so we can estimate 

eq. (5), i.e. we can control for pre-treatment health.  In fact, we can extend and generalize 

the model as follows: 

 
HPOST  = β0 + β1 V + β2 Z + β3 HPRE + β4 (V * HPRE) + u (7) 

 
According to the “negative interaction” hypothesis discussed above, inclusion of the 

interaction term (V * HPRE) is appropriate.  

                                                 
7 Provided that the less-educated have access to new drugs.  Lichtenberg and Lleras-Muney (2001) find that 
less-educated people use older drugs than more-educated people, but the difference in mean age of drugs is 
very small.  The Medicaid program has been the main source of access to new (and old) drugs by less-
educated people for the last 30 years. 
8 Inequality in household income increased during the period 1970-95: the share of U.S. aggregate income 
received by the top 20% of households increased from 43.3% in 1970 to 48.7% in 1995; the share received 
by the top 5% increased from 16.6% to 21.0%.  In contrast, inequality in longevity declined: the coefficient 
of variation of mean age at death declined by about 7%, from 26.6 to 24.7.  (Infant deaths are excluded 
from these calculations.)  In general, the outward shift of the age-at-death distribution was larger at the left 
(at young ages) than it was at the right. 
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Data 
 

In order to estimate eq. (6), and determine the effect of drug vintage on post-

treatment health, conditional on pre-treatment health and a large number of covariates, 

we will use data from the household component of the 1997 Medical Expenditure Panel 

Survey (MEPS).  The household component collected data on a sample of families 

and individuals, drawn from a nationally representative subsample of households, which 

permits generalization to the entire civilian noninstitutionalized population of the United 

States.  The objective was to produce annual estimates for a variety of measures of health 

status, health insurance coverage, health care use and expenditures, and sources of 

payment for health services. The panel design of the survey, which features several 

rounds of interviewing, makes it possible to determine how changes in respondents' 

health status, income, employment, eligibility for public and private insurance coverage, 

use of services, and payment for care are related. 

The 1997 MEPS household component collected data on 34,551 people.  Each 

person was interviewed a number of times, and data on the person’s use of medical 

services throughout the year (including data on each of their 234,532 prescribed 

medicines) were collected.9 

To measure pre-treatment health status (HPRE) and covariates (Z), we use data 

collected at the end of round 3 for Panel 1 and round 1 for Panel 2.  To measure post-

treatment health status (HPOST ), we use data collected at the end of round 5 for Panel 1 

and round 3 for Panel 2.  To measure drug vintage V (and other drug attributes, i.e. 

medical condition and price), we use data on all of the prescribed medicine events that 

occurred during rounds 4 and 5 for Panel 1 and rounds 2 and 3 for Panel 2.  The time- line 

of health interviews and prescribed medicine events is depicted in Figure 3.   

 

Health status measures. Responses to the following questions about health status were 

obtained at both interviews: 

                                                 
9 Average number of rx’s per person (including people with zero rx’s): 6.8.  Average number of rx’s per 
person (excluding people with zero rx’s): 11.4.  41% of people had zero rx’s. 
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• Perceived health status (excellent, very good, good, fair, poor) 
• Any limitation work/housework/school? (yes, no) 
• Any social limitations? (yes, no) 
• Any cognitive limitations? (yes, no) 
• Any limitation in physical functioning? (yes, no) 
• Difficulty lifting 10 pounds? (no difficulty, some difficulty, a lot of difficulty, 

unable to do) 
• Difficulty walking up 10 steps? (no difficulty, some difficulty, a lot of difficulty, 

unable to do, completely unable to walk) 
• Difficulty walking 3 blocks? (no difficulty, some difficulty, a lot of difficulty, 

unable to do) 
• Difficulty walking a mile? (no difficulty, some difficulty, a lot of difficulty, 

unable to do) 
• Difficulty standing 20 minutes? (no difficulty, some difficulty, a lot of difficulty, 

unable to do) 
• Difficulty bending/stooping? (no difficulty, some difficulty, a lot of difficulty, 

unable to do) 
• Difficulty reaching ove rhead? (no difficulty, some difficulty, a lot of difficulty, 

unable to do) 
• Difficulty using fingers to grasp? (no difficulty, some difficulty, a lot of difficulty, 

unable to do) 
 
We recoded all of our health measures to take the value 0 for the worst health outcome 

(“zero health output”) and the value 1 for the best health outcome (“maximum health 

output”).  Using the perceived health status measure and a mortality indicator (whether 

the person was alive at the time of the second interview), we constructed a composite 

quality-of- life indicator: (1=excellent health, 0.8=very good health, 0.6=good health, 

0.4=fair health, 0.2=poor health, 0=dead). 

 
Drug information.  For each prescription obtained between the two interviews, we 

extracted the following information from the 1997 MEPS Prescribed Medicine Events 

file (HC-016A): the National Drug Code (NDC), the 3-digit ICD9 diagnosis for which 

the drug was prescribed, and expenditure (by all payers) for the prescription.  We used 

the “denorm” table in Multum’s Lexicon to identify the active ingredients contained in 

each NDC product.  In September 2000 there were 1830 active ingredients listed in 

Multum’s Lexicon.  The FDA approved 92 new molecular entities during 1998-2000, so 

there would have been about 1738 active ingredients in 1997.  However only 789 of these 

ingredients were contained in products represented in the 1997 MEPS Prescribed 
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Medicine Events file.   To determine the vintages (FDA approval dates) of these 

ingredients, we used two unpublished files obtained from the FDA.  The first is a list of 

all of the 821 new molecular entities (NMEs) approved during the period 1950-1993.  

The second is a list of all new drug applications (NDAs) approved during the period 

1939-1998.  (The first FDA drug approval occurred in 1939.)  This list includes both new 

molecular entities approved and other NDAs approved (new formulations, new 

manufacturers, etc.).  Although the two lists are broadly consistent, there are some 

discrepancies.  Figure 4 shows the number of new molecular entities approved per year, 

as computed from both lists.10  We consider the first list to be more reliable for the 1950-

1993 period, since the FDA constructed it for the specific purpose of identifying NMEs 

approved during the period.  We use the second list only to provide data on NMEs 

approved during 1939-1949 and 1994-1997.  We matched Multum active ingredient 

names to ingredient names contained in FDA new molecular entity approvals.   

Only 60 percent (470 / 789) of the ingredients reported in the 1997 MEPS data 

appeared in the list of NMEs approved during 1939-1997.  Ingredients with known FDA 

approval dates accounted for 69 percent (167,667 / 241,314) of MEPS prescriptions.11 

Table 1 lists the top 20 active ingredients, ranked by number of prescriptions, in the 1997 

MEPS.  The top 20 ingredients (2.5 percent of MEPS ingredients) accounted for almost 

30 percent of all MEPS prescriptions.  Four of the top ten, and five of the top twenty, 

ingredients did not appear in the list of NMEs approved during 1939-1997; their vintages 

are unknown but presumably precede 1939.  The average cost of a prescription of 

unknown vintage is $21.88, and the average cost of a prescription of known (1939-1997) 

vintage is $41.10.  Forty-nine percent of prescriptions for drugs of unknown vintage are 

generic, compared to 36 percent of prescriptions for drugs of known vintage. 

There are several ways of handling the problem of censoring of the vintage 

distribution of drugs.  One way is to simply exclude prescriptions for drugs of unknown 

vintage.  This would not affect the consistency of our estimates, provided that the rate of 
                                                 
10 We also merged the two lists, by new drug approval number, and calculated the difference in approval 
years recorded in the two lists.  The mean and median differences were both approximately zero, and 98% 
of the differences were between –2 and +2 years, but there were 5 cases in which the absolute difference 
exceeded 10 years. 
11 These figures treat a prescription for a combination drug—a drug with multiple ingredients—as a 
prescription for each ingredient.  For example, a prescription for a drug containing the two ingredients 
benzalkonium chloride and tyloxapol is treated as two prescriptions, one for each ingredient. 
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pharmaceutical-embodied technical progress was the same after 1939 as it was before 

1939.  It would, however, reduce the precision (efficiency) of our estimates, for two 

reasons.  First, it would reduce the size of the sample by almost a third.  Second, and 

probably more importantly, it would substantially reduce the range (and variance) of 

vintage.  The greater this range, the greater the precision of the estimate of β1 (= δHPOST  / 

δV).12  

 An alternative approach is to include prescriptions for drugs of unknown vintage 

in the sample, but replace V by a dummy variable whose value depends on the 

ingredient’s location in the vintage distribution.  Suppose we divide drugs into two 

groups: “new drugs” (drugs whose vintage is nonmissing and greater than a certain value 

(e.g., 1970)), and “old drugs” (other drugs, including those of unknown vintage).  Let VN 

represent the mean vintage of new drugs and Vo the mean vintage of old drugs.  (We 

discuss below how the latter may be computed.)  Now define a dummy variable equal to     

VN if the drug is a new drug and equal to Vo if the drug is an old drug.  If we replace V by 

this dummy variable in eq. (7), its coefficient is an estimate of the “average annual” 

effect of vintage on health.13  This model can also be estimated on the sample excluding 

prescriptions with missing vintages. 

 A third approach is to include prescriptions for drugs of unknown vintage in the 

sample, and impute an average vintage value (e.g., V = 1900) when vintage is unknown.  

Imputation enables estimation of our original model (eq. (6)), but since the appropriate 

value to impute is unknown, we should perform sensitivity analysis by trying alternative 

values.  We report estimates based on two different imputed values, 1900 and 1920. 

 To summarize, we will estimate five different versions of the model: 

                                                 
12 If you seek to identify the effect of X on Y, you want X to vary a lot. 
13 Wald (1940) was apparently the first to propose using this kind of dummy variable as an instrument for a 
regressor subject to measurement error.  Censoring of vintages may not be the only source of vintage 
measurement error.  One reason is that there is probably considerable variation in the lag between the time 
of drug discovery and the time of FDA approval; the former may be a more appropriate measure of vintage, 
but is unobserved.  A second is that s ome drugs (“standard review” drugs) may be very similar to 
previously approved (“priority review”) drugs; perhaps the “effective vintage” of standard-review drugs is 
the vintage of the preceding priority-review drugs to which they are similar. 
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Covariates.  All of the models we estimate include one prescription- level covariate—the 

diagnosis for which the drug was consumed—and the following person-level covariates: 

age, sex, race, education, income, marital status, and indicators of insurance coverage 

(Medicare, Medicaid, and private insurance).  All variables except income are included as 

classification variables, e.g. there is a separate dummy variable for each diagnosis (over 

600 diagnoses) and each year of age and education. 

 

Unit of analysis. The unit of analysis is a prescription14, so the model captures the effect 

of a change in the vintage of a single prescription on the consumer’s post-treatment 

health.  (To calculate the health effect of changing the average vintage of all of a 

person’s prescriptions, one would multiply by the number of her prescriptions.)   

Each observation contains the vintage of the drug, the diagnosis for which the 

drug was prescribed, the pre- and post-treatment health status of the person consuming 

the drug, and person-level covariates.  Hence, the model is of the form: 

 
HPOST,i = β0 + β1 Vij + β2 Z i + β3 HPRE,i + β4 (Vij * HPRE,i)  
 

+ diagnosis effects + uij (7) 
 
where Vij denotes the jth prescription consumed by person i. 
 
Estimation issues.  Due to the categorical nature of the HPOST  measures listed above, 

ideally one would estimate model (7) using an (ordered) probit or similar procedure.  

                                                 
14 Hence, if person A had 10 prescriptions and person B had 5, person A would contribute twice as many 
observations to the sample.  Unweighted estimation at the prescription level is similar to weighted 
estimation at the person level, where the weight is the person’s number of prescriptions.  Since diagnosis 
can vary across prescriptions for a given individual, it is easier to control for diagnosis at the prescription 
level than it is at the person level. 

 Missing-vintage rx’s 

excluded 

Missing-vintage rx’s included 

linear vintage  assume missing V = 1900 

assume missing V = 1920 

vintage dummy   
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Unfortunately, due to the large number of (“nuisance”) parameters in the model (600+ 

diagnosis effects, 100 age effects, 20 education effects, etc.), the probit estimation 

procedure often failed to converge.  Therefore in this paper we report ordinary least-

squares estimates of eq. (7).  For binary dependent variables, this is known as the “linear 

probability model,” which has certain limitations.  We hope to supersede these limitations 

in the future. 

Suppose that HPOST,i equals 1 if person i has no limitation in physical functioning 

post-treatment, and otherwise equals zero. Within the linear probability model 

framework, β1 is the (short-run) effect of a one-year increase in vintage on the probability 

of no limitation in physical functioning. 15  An estimate of β1 allows us to calculate both 

(1) the increase in drug cost necessary to achieve a given improvement in post-treatment 

health, and (2) the rate of pharmaceutical-embodied technical progress. 

Let Prx represent the price of a prescription.  Then dPrx / dV is the derivative of 

prescription price with respect to vintage—the slope of the vintage-price profile.  β1 = 

dHPOST  / dV is the derivative of post-treatment health with respect to vintage—the slope 

of the vintage-health profile.  Hence (dPrx / dV) /  β1 = dPrx / dHPOST  is the cost of the 

increase in vintage necessary to achieve a given improvement in post-treatment health.  

For example, if dPrx / dV = $1.50 (prescription cost increases at the rate of $1.50 per year 

of vintage) and β1 = .00018, then dPrx / dHPOST  = $1.50 / .00018 = $8433.  The increase in 

vintage required to achieve a .01 increase in the probability of no limitation in physical 

functioning would increase prescription cost by $84.33.16 

The percentage change in the probability of no limitation from a one-year 

increase in vintage is β1 / mean (HPOST ).  For example, if β1 = .00018 and mean (HPOST ) = 

                                                 
15 Assuming for simplicity that there is no interaction effect (i.e. that β3 = 0).  The long-run effect is -β1 / 
(1-β2). 
16 This approach can also be used to estimate the cost of the increase in vintage necessary to achieve a one-
year increase in life expectancy.  Suppose that HPOST is equal to 1 if the person was alive at the date of the 
second interview, and equal to zero if the person had died.  Then β1 is the effect of vintage on the 
probability of survival.  Let LE(t) represent a person’s remaining life expectancy at year t, and S(t,t+1) 
represent the probability of survival from age t to age t+1. Then LE(t) ≈ S(t, t+1) * [1 + LE(t+1)], and  
dLE / dV ≈ [1 + LE(t+1)] * (dS / dV) = [1 + LE(t+1)] * β1.  Hence, we can obtain an approximate estimate 
of the effect of a one-year increase in vintage on life expectancy by multiplying β1 by mean remaining life 
expectancy of drug consumers.  Since their mean age is 53, their mean remaining life expectancy is about 
25 years.  The cost of the increase in vintage necessary to achieve a one-year increase in life expectancy is 
therefore (dPrx / dV) / (25 * β1). 
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.671, the percentage change in probability from a one-year increase in vintage is .00018 / 

.671, or .00027.  Previous authors have argued that the annual rate of embodied technical 

progress should be measured as the percentage change in output from a one-year increase 

in the vintage of an input divided by the input’s share in total cost of production.  In our 

model, each prescription is regarded as a distinct input.  The mean (across prescriptions) 

ratio of the cost of the prescription to total medical expenditure is 0.54%.17  Hence in this 

example (using this indicator of health), the rate of pharmaceutical-embodied technical 

progress is .00027 / .0054 = 5.0% per year.18   

Estimates like these, while computed from cross-sectional micro data, have 

aggregate time-series implications.  Mean vintage of drugs consumed tends to increase 

over time, e.g. drugs consumed in 1997 are of later vintage than drugs consumed in 1977.  

(In a steady state, the mean vintage of drugs would increase at the rate of one year per 

year.)  The National Institute of Aging-sponsored study cited above found that “the 

number of older people who become severely disabled has been declining gradually for 

more than a decade, but the decline became much sharper at the end of the 1990's.”19  

As Figure 4 indicates, there was a large increase in the mid-1990s in the number of new 

drugs approved.  This increase, which was primarily due to enactment of the Prescription 

Drug User Fee Act, may help to explain the acceleration in the decline in disability at the 

end of the 1990s. 

 

Descriptive statistics.  Summary statistics are presented in Table 2.  These are presented 

at both the person level and the prescription level.  The prescription- level statistics can be 

thought of as weighted person- level statistics, where the weight is the person’s number of 

                                                 
17 This ignores the value of the time people devote to their own health care.  As Folland et al (2001, p. 121) 
note, “The consumer does not merely purchase health passively from the market.  Instead, the consumer 
produces it, spending time on health-improving efforts in addition to purchasing medical inputs.”  
Accounting for the value of time would reduce the ratio of the cost of the prescription to total health care 
cost, and increase the estimated rate of pharmaceutical-embodied technical progress. 
18  The estimated rate of pharmaceutical-embodied technical progress is invariant with respect to the scale, 
but not the location, of the HPOST measure.  Suppose that Y* = c1 Y, where c1 is a scale parameter (constant).  
Then if b is the slope of the regression of Y on X, and b* is the slope of the regression of Y* on X,  
b* / mean (Y*) = (c1 b) / (c1 mean(Y)) = b / mean(Y).  But if instead Y* = c0 + c1 Y, where c0 is a location 
parameter (constant), b* / mean (Y*) = (c1 b) / (c0 + c1 mean(Y)) ≠ b / mean(Y).  We code all of our HPOST 
measures to take the value 0 for the worst health outcome (“zero health output”) and the value 1 for the best 
health outcome (“maximum health output”). 
19 “Decrease in Chronic Illness Bodes Well for Medicare Costs,” New York Times, May 8, 2001. 
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prescriptions.  People in poor health tend to consume more prescriptions than people in 

excellent health, so prescription-level mean health is lower than person- level mean 

health.  For example, 8% of individuals reported limitations in physical functioning in the 

initial interview, but 32% of prescriptions were consumed by individua ls who reported 

limitations in physical functioning in the initial interview.  Similarly, 0.26% of the 

individuals had died by the date of the second interview, but 0.80% of prescriptions were 

consumed by individuals who had died by the date of the second interview. 20   

 
Results 
 

Table 3 presents estimates of β1 from equation HPOST,i = β0 + β1 Vij + β2 Z i + 

diagnosis effects + uij (excluding pre-treatment health), based on alternative samples 

(excluding vs. including observations with unknown vintages) and alternative measures 

of vintage (continuous vs. discrete).  It also presents (in the first row) estimates of the 

effect of vintage on the price of a prescription in 1997.   

 The first column reports estimates based on the subset of observations where 

vintage is known, and where the vintage measure is continuous.  The Rx price coefficient 

of 1.23 indicates that a one-year increase in vintage increases the price of a prescription 

by $1.23 (3.2%), on average.  Looking down the first column, only one of the vintage 

coefficients—on “absence of social limitations”--is significant at the 5 percent level.   

 Estimates reported in the second column are also based on the subset of 

observations where vintage is known, but the vintage measure is discrete: if the vintage is 

less than or equal to 1970, it is replaced by the mean vintage of 1939-1970 drugs 

(1957.7), and if the vintage is greater than 1970, it is replaced by the mean vintage of 

1971-1997 drugs (1984.6).  A number of the coefficients on this discrete measure of 

vintage—the coefficients from ALIVE, perceived health status, the quality of life index, 

absence of limitations on work/housework/school, and absence of social limitations 

regressions--are positive and highly statistically significant. This is consistent with the 

view that vintage is subject to measurement error, which tends to bias the vintage 

                                                 
20 Because poor health and mortality are relatively uncommon at the person level, the fact that sicker people 
consume more drugs is likely to increase the power of statistical tests performed at the prescription level, 
where these outcomes are less uncommon. 
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coefficient towards zero, and this bias can be attenuated by grouping prescriptions 

according to measured vintage.   

 Estimates reported in the third column are based on the full sample of 

prescriptions; in this column the vintage of prescriptions of unknown (pre-1939) vintage 

is assumed to be 1900.  As in the first column, vintage is measured as a continuous 

variable.  Notice first that the Rx-price coefficient is much smaller in column 3 than it is 

in the first two columns.  That is because the Rx-price/vintage frontier is quite 

nonlinear—it is much steeper for vintages greater than 1970 than it is for older 

vintages—and the sample on which column 3 estimates are based include more old drugs.  

This estimate implies that, when all drugs are considered (and the value 1900 is imputed 

for missing vintages), a one-year increase in vintage increased the price of a 1997 

prescription by $0.34 (about 1%), on average.   

The vintage coefficients in six of the eight health indicator regressions in column 

3 are positive and highly significant, suggesting that people who use newer drugs had 

better post-treatment health than people using older drugs for the same condition, 

controlling for age, sex, race, marital status, education, income, and insurance coverage.  

Although the effect of vintage on health is generally insignificant when a continuous 

vintage measure is used and the sample is restricted to drugs with known (post-1939) 

vintages (column 1), the effect of vintage on health is generally significant when either a 

discrete vintage measure is used (column 2) or the sample is not restricted to drugs with 

known vintages (column 3).   

 Estimates reported in the fourth column are also based on the full sample of 

prescriptions and a continuous vintage measure; in this column the vintage of 

prescriptions of unknown (pre-1939) vintage is assumed to be 1920, rather than 1900.  In 

general, this increases the point estimates of the vintage coefficients: the rate of health 

improvement with respect to vintage appears to be larger, since the old drugs are assumed 

to be less old.  But the coefficients don’t change by an enormous amount, and they 

remain highly significant, suggesting that our results won’t be too sensitive to the choice 
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of imputed value for missing vintages.21  Since the t-statistics in column 3 are generally 

larger than those in column 4, henceforth we will impute 1900 to missing vintages. 

 The fifth and last column of Table 3 presents estimates based on the full sample 

of prescriptions; in this column the vintage of prescriptions of unknown (pre-1939) 

vintage is assumed to be 1900, but a discrete measure of vintage is used.  If the vintage is 

less than or equal to 1970, it is replaced by the mean vintage of pre-1970 drugs 

(estimated to be 1930.3), and if the vintage is greater than 1970, it is replaced by the 

mean vintage of 1971-1997 drugs (1984.6).  Once again, many of the vintage coefficients 

are positive and highly statistically significant.  For several health indicators, this 

specification fits the data better than the previous four specifications (judging by the t-

statistic on the vintage coefficient).  In light of this, this is the specification (discrete 

vintage, all observations, set missing vintage = 1900) that we will use in the remainder of 

this paper.    

The estimates reported in Table 3 do not control for pre-treatment health status.  

In Table 4 we report estimated effects of vintage on health that do control for pre-

treatment health status, i.e. we report estimates from the “dynamic” equation HPOST,i = β0 

+ β1 Vij + β2 Z i + β3 HPRE,i + diagnosis effects + uij.  Column 2 of Table 4 reports 

estimates of the short-run effect of vintage on health, β1, and column 3 reports estimates 

of the long-run effect, (β1 / (1 - β3)).  For purposes of comparison, we also report in 

column 1 estimates of β1 from the “static” model (excluding pre-treatment health); these 

estimates are also reported in column 5 of Table 3.  We also report, for each estimate, the 

cost of the increase in vintage required to achieve a unit increase in post-treatment health 

(dPrx / d H), and the implied rate of embodied technical progress. 

 The first set of estimates are coefficients from ALIVE regressions.  Recall that 

ALIVE = 1 if the person was alive at the time of the second interview, and = 0 if the 

person had died.  (In the ALIVE and QUALITY of LIFE regressions, initial health status 

is measured as pre-treatment PERCEIVED HEALTH STATUS.  In all other regressions, 

initial health status is measured as the lagged (pre-treatment) dependent variable.)  Drug 

vintage has a positive and highly significant coefficient in both the static and dynamic 

                                                 
21 Since the Rx-price coefficient is also higher in column 4 than it is in column 3, estimates of dPrx / dHPOST 
= (dPr x / dV) /  β1 from the two columns will be quite similar. 
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models: people consuming newer drugs during the period were more likely to be alive at 

the end of the period, whether or not we control for perceived health status at the 

beginning of the period.  The static model implies that the cost of the increase in vintage 

required to keep the person alive is $8583.  The short-run and long-run estimates from the 

dynamic model are both about the same as this.  This cost seems to be quite low, in 

comparison with other researchers’ estimates of the economic value of a life-year.  

Murphy and Topel (forthcoming 2002) estimate that the average value of a life-year is 

$150,000.  Hence our estimate of the cost of preventing a death is lower than Murphy and 

Topel’s estimate of the value of remaining alive for one month.  Prevention of a person’s 

death during the sample period presumably increases her longevity by far more than a 

month. 22  The estimated rate of technical change is about 1.1%. 

 Next we consider the health indicator PERCEIVED HEALTH STATUS 

(conditional on survival).  This variable ranges from 0, for a person in “poor” health (the 

lowest state), to 1 for a person in “excellent” health (the highest state).  Once again, 

vintage has a positive and highly significant effect on PERCEIVED HEALTH STATUS 

in both the static and dynamic models.  The static model implies that the cost of the 

increase in vintage required to increase a person’s health from poor to excellent is $3473.  

The short-run estimate from the dynamic model is higher ($5037), but the long-run effect 

is lower ($2274).  The fact that the long-run estimate is lower than the static estimate is 

consistent with the view that people in poor initial health tend to consume newer drugs, 

so that failure to control for initial health biases the estimates of the effect of vintage on 

health towards zero, and estimates of the cost of the increase in vintage required to 

achieve better health away from zero.  The rate of embodied technical progress implied 

by the long-run effect is quite high: 9.1%.   

 The QUALITY OF LIFE index, estimates of which are presented next in Table 4, 

is based on both of the previous indicators, and is measured for all persons in the sample, 

not just survivors.  It is equal to zero if the person had died, 0.2 if the person was alive 

and in poor health, 0.4 if the person was alive and in fair health,…, and 1.0 if the person 

was alive and in excellent health.  The estimates based on this index are fairly similar to 

                                                 
22 In the future, we hope to estimate the increase in life expectancy associated with the vintage-induced 
increase in survival probability. 
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the estimates based on PERCEIVED HEALTH STATUS, although the cost of health 

improvement implied by the long-run estimate is somewhat higher ($2764 vs. $2274), 

and the rate of embodied technical progress lower (6.2% vs. 9.1%).   

 The next two indicators--ABSENCE OF ANY LIMITATION 

WORK/HOUSEWORK/SCHOOL and ABSENCE OF SOCIAL LIMITATIONS—also 

provide strong support for the pharmaceutical-embodied technical progress hypothesis.  

People were less likely to experience activity or social limitations if they had consumed 

newer drugs, conditional on their previous limitations (and the other covariates).  The 

long-run estimate indicates that the cost of preventing an activity limitation is $1673, and 

the annual rate of technical progress with respect to activity limitations is 8.6%.   

 The next two indicators--PERCEIVED MENTAL HEALTH STATUS and 

ABSENCE OF COGNITIVE LIMITATIONS—do not show any signs of embodied 

technical progress: neither the static nor the dynamic estimates of the vintage coefficients 

are significantly different from zero.  With respect to the last indicator--ABSENCE OF 

LIMITATION IN PHYSICAL FUNCTIONING—the vintage effect is significant in the 

static model, but not in the dynamic one (i.e., controlling for initial physical limitations).   

But in addition to this broad (binary) indicator of physical limitations, MEPS provides 

data on respondents’ ability to perform seven specific physical activities (lifting 10 

pounds, walking 3 blocks, etc.).23   

Estimates of models of respondents’ ability to perform each of these activities are 

reported in Table 5.  Almost all of the seven detailed physical functioning variables 

reflect the existence of pharmaceutical-embodied technical progress.  People consuming 

newer drugs tend to experience greater increases (or smaller declines) in physical ability 

than people consuming older drugs.  The average rate of embodied technical progress 

across all seven activities is about 4%.  Since detailed physical limitation indicators 

provide evidence of embodied technical change while a crude summary measure does 

not, it is quite possible that detailed cognitive limitation indicators would also provide 

evidence of embodied technical change, although a crude summary measure of cognitive 

limitations does not.  

                                                 
23 These variables indicate the degree, as well as the absence or presence, of physical limitation.   
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 The estimates we have presented so far measure, we believe, the average effect of 

drug vintage on health.  In our theoretical discussion we postulated that in reality, this 

effect may be heterogeneous: the effect of drug vintage on health is greater for people in 

initially poor health.  To test this hypothesis, we estimated eq. (7), which includes both 

main and interaction vintage and pre-treatment health effects: HPOST,i = β0 + β1 Vij + β2 Z i 

+ β3 HPRE,i + β4 (Vij * HPRE,i) + diagnosis effects + uij.  In this model, the partial derivative 

of HPOST,i with respect to vintage is ∂ HPRE,i / ∂ Vij = (β1 + β4 HPRE,i).  Suppose that HPRE,i 

= 1 if person i is in excellent initial health and HPRE,i = 0 if person i is in poor initial 

health.  Then ∂ HPRE,i / ∂ Vij = (β1 + β4) for the person in excellent initial health and ∂ 

HPRE,i / ∂ Vij = β1 for the person in poor initial health.  We hypothesize that β4 is negative 

and significantly different from zero. 

 Estimates of models of broad health indicators including interactions between 

drug vintage and initial health are presented in Table 6.  The first column presents 

estimates of the drug vintage effect for people with the lowest initial health (HPRE = 0); 

the second column presents estimates of the drug vintage effect for people with the 

highest initial health (HPRE = 1); and the third column presents estimates of the difference 

between these two effects.  In general, the estimates are consistent with the “negative 

interaction” hypothesis.  In the case of six of the eight indicators (ALIVE, PERCEIVED 

HEALTH STATUS, QUALITY OF LIFE INDEX, ABSENCE OF SOCIAL 

LIMITATIONS, ABSENCE OF COGNITIVE LIMITATIONS, and ABSENCE OF 

LIMITATION IN PHYSICAL FUNCTIONING), the effect of drug vintage on health is 

positive and significant for people with low initial health, insignificant for people with 

high initial health, and the difference between these effects is statistically significant.    In 

the case of one of the remaining two indicators (PERCEIVED MENTAL HEALTH 

STATUS), the effect of drug vintage on health is insignificant for both groups, and in the 

other case (ABSENCE OF ANY LIMITATION), the effect of drug vintage on health is 

positive and significant only for people with high initial health, which is somewhat 

puzzling.  

 Overall, however, this evidence suggests that the people in poor initial health tend 

to benefit most from pharmaceutical-embodied technical change.  As the following table 
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shows, the health of people with low levels of education (hence low skills and income) 

tends to be worse than the health of people with more education. 24 

 
Type of limitation Overall rate (% 

of people 
experiencing 
limitation) 

Less-than-
high-school 
rate minus 
high-school 
rate 

More-than-
high-school 
rate minus 
high-school 
rate 

ANY LIMITATION 
WORK/HOUSEWORK/SCHOOL 

8.3% 6.0% -3.5% 

LIMITATION IN PHYSICAL 
FUNCTIONING 

9.4 4.9 -2.7 

SOCIAL LIMITATIONS 4.6 2.9 -1.2 
COGNITIVE LIMITATIONS 3.2 3.3 -1.3 
  
Hence pharmaceutical-embodied technical change may have a tendency to reduce 

inequality as well as promote economic growth, broadly defined.   

 

Summary and conclusions  
 

For sustained economic growth to occur, technological progress is necessary.   

There are two kinds of technical progress—disembodied and embodied—and both kinds 

are driven by research and development.  A number of econometric studies have 

concluded that technical progress embodied in equipment is a major source of 

manufacturing productivity growth.   

Other recent research has suggested that, over the long run, growth in the U.S. 

economy’s “health output” has been at least as large as the growth in non-health goods 

and services.  Moreover, one important input in the production of health—

pharmaceuticals—is even more R&D-intensive than equipment.   

In this paper we have tested the pharmaceutical-embodied technical progress 

hypothesis—the hypothesis that newer drugs increase the length and quality of life—and 

estimated the rate of progress.  To do this, we estimated health production functions, in 

which the dependent variables are various indicators of post-treatment health status (such 

as survival, perceived health status, and presence of physical or cognitive limitations), 

and the regressors include drug vintage (the year in which the FDA first approved a 

                                                 
24 The reported differences in rates are adjusted for age, sex, race, marital status, and insurance coverage. 
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drug’s active ingredient(s)) and indicators of pre-treatment health status.  We estimated 

these relationships using extremely disaggregated—prescription- level—cross-sectional 

data derived primarily from the 1997 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey.   

We found that people who used newer drugs had better post-treatment health than 

people using older drugs for the same condition, controlling for pre-treatment health, age, 

sex, race, marital status, education, income, and insurance coverage. 

• Survival.  People consuming newer drugs during the period were more likely to 

be alive at the end of the period, whether or not we control for perceived health 

status at the beginning of the period.  The estimates imply that the cost of the 

increase in vintage required to keep the person alive is $8583.  This cost seems 

quite low, in comparison with other researchers’ estimates of the economic value 

of a life-year: our estimate of the cost of preventing a death is lower than Murphy 

and Topel’s estimate of the value of remaining alive for one month.   

• Perceived health status. Vintage has a positive and highly significant effect on 

perceived health status and a quality of life index whether or not we control for 

perceived health status at the beginning of the period.  The rate of embodied 

technical progress implied by the long-run effect is quite high: 9.1%.   

• Activity or social limitations .  People were less likely to experience activity or 

social limitations if they had consumed newer drugs, conditional on their previous 

limitations (and the other covariates).  The long-run estimate indicates that the 

cost of preventing an activity limitation is $1673, and the annual rate of technical 

progress with respect to activity limitations is 8.6%.   

• Physical limitations.  Almost all of the seven detailed physical functioning 

variables (lifting 10 pounds, walking 3 blocks, etc.) reflect the existence of 

pharmaceutical-embodied technical progress.  People consuming newer drugs 

tend to experience greater increases (or smaller declines) in physical ability than 

people consuming older drugs.  The average rate of embodied technical progress 

across all seven activities is about 4%.   

Most of the health measures indicate that the effect of drug vintage on health is 

posit ive and significant for people with low initial health and insignificant for people 

with high initial health, and that the difference between these effects is statistically 
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significant.  This suggests that the people in poor initial health tend to benefit most from 

pharmaceutical-embodied technical change.  The health of people with low levels of 

education (hence low skills and income) tends to be worse than the health of people with 

more education.  Hence, in contrast to equipment-embodied technical progress, which 

tends to increase economic inequality, pharmaceutical-embodied technical progress has a 

tendency to reduce inequality as well as promote economic growth, broadly defined. 
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Figure 1
Industrial R&D funds as a percent of net sales in 

R&D- performing companies, 1997
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Figure 2
Negative interaction between vintage and initial health
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Figure 3 
Time line of MEPS interviews and prescribed medicine events 
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Figure 4
Number of new molecular entities approved each year, according to two different lists 

provided by the FDA
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Table 1

rank active_ingredient vintage

number of 1997 
MEPS 
prescriptions

cumulative % 
of 1997 MEPS 
prescriptions

1 acetaminophen pre-1939 7438 3.1%
2 conjugated estrogens 1942 5671 5.4%
3 hydrochlorothiazide 1959 5389 7.7%
4 amoxicillin (as trihydrate) 1973 5084 9.8%
5 levothyroxine sodium pre-1939 4938 11.8%
6 ethinyl estradiol 1968 3840 13.4%
7 albuterol 1981 3807 15.0%
8 furosemide 1966 3643 16.5%
9 hydrocodone bitartrate pre-1939 3298 17.9%

10 potassium chloride pre-1939 2911 19.1%
11 medroxyprogesterone acetate 1959 2871 20.3%
12 digoxin 1954 2823 21.4%
13 lisinopril 1987 2822 22.6%
14 atenolol 1981 2794 23.8%
15 nifedipine 1981 2686 24.9%
16 triamterene 1964 2383 25.9%
17 ibuprofen 1974 2360 26.8%
18 guaifenesin pre-1939 2303 27.8%
19 diltiazem hydrochloride 1982 2254 28.7%
20 enalapril maleate 1985 2207 29.6%

Table 1
Top 20 active ingredients, ranked by number of prescriptions, in the 1997 MEPS

Page 1



person-level mean 
(n = 34K)

rx-level mean 
(n = 156K)

AGE 33.8 53.7
COMPLETED YEARS OF EDUCATION 10.4 11.3
male                             47.5% 37.7%
white                             79.7% 84.4%
medicaid                          18.7% 22.2%
medicare                       13.5% 42.7%
any private insurance                                      63.9% 63.6%
any public insurance                  20.3% 30.5%
uninsured                  15.8% 5.8%
alive                                           99.7% 99.2%

ABSENCE OF ANY LIMITATION 
WORK/HOUSEWORK/SCHOOL 91.7% 68.1%

ABSENCE OF LIMITATION IN PHYSICAL 
FUNCTIONING 90.6% 64.1%
ABSENCE OF SOCIAL LIMITATIONS 95.4% 81.1%
ABSENCE OF COGNITIVE LIMITATIONS 96.8% 87.6%
PERCEIVED HEALTH STATUS 69.6% 47.1%
PERCEIVED MENTAL HEALTH STATUS 76.4% 64.7%

Table 2
Sample means: person-level vs. prescription-level



column 1 2 3 4 5
initial health? no no no no no

missing vintages excluded excluded
included, set 

missing=1900
included, set 

missing=1920
included, set 

missing=1900
continuous or discrete vintage continuous discrete continuous continuous discrete
approx. no. of observations 104K 104K 130K 130K 130K

Rx Price (mean= $39.02)
vintage coefficient 1.229 1.183 0.341 0.493 0.534
standard error 0.011 0.012 0.005 0.006 0.006
t-stat 115.91 98.42 69.85 78.78 88.22
p-value  <.0001   <.0001   <.0001   <.0001   <.0001

ALIVE (mean=0.99193)
vintage coefficient 2.99E-05 5.86E-05 5.68E-05 7.23E-05 6.22E-05
standard error 2.08E-05 2.35E-05 8.15E-06 1.05E-05 1.00E-05
t-stat 1.43 2.50 6.96 6.88 6.20
p-value 0.1513 0.0125    <.0001     <.0001   <.0001

PERCEIVED HEALTH STATUS (mean = 0.476188)
vintage coefficient -3.64E-05 2.54E-04 1.16E-04 1.35E-04 1.54E-04
standard error 6.50E-05 7.32E-05 2.45E-05 3.16E-05 3.01E-05
t-stat -0.56 3.48 4.74 4.29 5.11
p-value 0.5756 0.0005   <.0001    <.0001   <.0001

QUALITY OF LIFE INDEX (mean= 0.576231)
vintage coefficient -5.44E-06 2.40E-04 1.17E-04 1.39E-04 1.52E-04
standard error 5.26E-05 5.92E-05 1.98E-05 2.55E-05 2.44E-05
t-stat -0.10 4.04 5.88 5.45 6.22
p-value 0.9176  <.0001 <.0001    <.0001   <.0001

ABSENCE OF ANY LIMITATION WORK/HOUSEWRK/SCHL (mean = 0.690637)
vintage coefficient 1.16E-04 5.54E-04 1.47E-04 1.85E-04 2.79E-04
standard error 1.01E-04 1.13E-04 3.77E-05 4.86E-05 4.63E-05
t-stat 1.15 4.89 3.90 3.81 6.01
p-value 0.2505   <.0001    <.0001 0.0001   <.0001

ABSENCE OF SOCIAL LIMITATIONS (mean = 0.817013)
vintage coefficient 3.30E-04 7.26E-04 8.20E-05 1.13E-04 2.49E-04
standard error 9.02E-05 1.01E-04 3.38E-05 4.35E-05 4.15E-05
t-stat 3.66 7.16 2.43 2.61 6.01
p-value 0.0003     <.0001 0.0151 0.0092   <.0001

Note: Each vintage coefficient is estimated from a separate regression of the form HPOST,i = β0 + β1 

Vij + β2 Z i + diagnosis effects + uij.  All models include the following person-level covariates: age, sex, 

race, education, income, marital status, and indicators of insurance coverage.

Table 3
Estimates of drug vintage coefficients from alternative models that do not control for initial health



column 1 2 3 4 5
initial health? no no no no no

missing vintages excluded excluded
included, set 

missing=1900
included, set 

missing=1920
included, set 

missing=1900
continuous or discrete vintage continuous discrete continuous continuous discrete
approx. no. of observations 104K 104K 130K 130K 130K

PERCEIVED MENTAL HEALTH STATUS (mean = 0.625148)
vintage coefficient -1.17E-04 -7.60E-05 5.90E-06 1.97E-06 -5.50E-06
standard error 6.38E-05 7.19E-05 2.41E-05 3.10E-05 2.96E-05
t-stat -1.83 -1.06 0.24 0.06 -0.19
p-value 0.067 0.2907 0.8067 0.9492 0.8523

ABSENCE OF COGNITIVE LIMITATIONS (mean = 0.877592)
vintage coefficient -5.86E-05 5.70E-05 8.94E-06 5.89E-06 3.50E-05
standard error 7.57E-05 8.52E-05 2.83E-05 3.64E-05 3.48E-05
t-stat -0.77 0.67 0.32 0.16 1.01
p-value 0.439 0.5033 0.752 0.8715 0.3148

ABSENCE OF LIMITATION IN PHYSICAL FUNCTIONING (mean = 0.669421)
vintage coefficient -9.11E-05 2.05E-04 1.59E-04 1.79E-04 1.58E-04
standard error 1.04E-04 1.18E-04 3.90E-05 5.02E-05 4.78E-05
t-stat -0.87 1.75 4.07 3.58 3.31
p-value 0.3831 0.0809    <.0001 0.0003 0.0009

Table 3 (continued)
Estimates of drug vintage coefficients from alternative models that do not control for initial health

Note: Each vintage coefficient is estimated from a separate regression of the form HPOST,i = β0 + β1 

Vij + β2 Z i + diagnosis effects + uij.  All models include the following person-level covariates: age, sex, 

race, education, income, marital status, and indicators of insurance coverage.



column 1 2 3
initial health? no yes yes

short-run effect 
(β1)

long-run effect 
(β1 / (1 - β3 ))

ALIVE (mean=0.99193)
vintage coefficient 6.22E-05 5.77E-05 5.87E-05
standard error 1.00E-05 9.67E-06
t-stat 6.20 5.97
p-value   <.0001   <.0001
dPrx / d H $8,583 $9,248 $9,093
rate of tech change 1.2% 1.1% 1.1%

PERCEIVED HEALTH STATUS (mean = 0.476188)
vintage coefficient 1.54E-04 1.06E-04 2.35E-04
standard error 3.01E-05 2.44E-05
t-stat 5.11 4.34
p-value   <.0001   <.0001
dPrx / d H $3,473 $5,037 $2,274
rate of tech change 6.0% 4.1% 9.1%

QUALITY OF LIFE INDEX (mean= 0.576231)
vintage coefficient 1.52E-04 1.07E-04 1.93E-04
standard error 2.44E-05 1.98E-05
t-stat 6.22 5.42
p-value   <.0001    <.0001
dPrx / d H $3,523 $4,975 $2,764
rate of tech change 4.9% 3.4% 6.2%

ABSENCE OF ANY LIMITATION WORK/HOUSEWORK/SCHOOL (mean = 0.690637)
vintage coefficient 2.79E-04 1.60E-04 3.19E-04
standard error 4.63E-05 4.05E-05
t-stat 6.01 3.96
p-value   <.0001    <.0001
dPrx / d H $1,917 $3,331 $1,673
rate of tech change 7.5% 4.3% 8.6%

ABSENCE OF SOCIAL LIMITATIONS (mean = 0.817013)
vintage coefficient 2.49E-04 1.33E-04 2.07E-04
standard error 4.15E-05 3.74E-05
t-stat 6.01 3.55
p-value   <.0001 0.0004
dPrx / d H $2,142 $4,023 $2,578
rate of tech change 5.7% 3.0% 4.7%

Estimates of drug vintage coefficients from models excluding and including controls for initial health

Table 4
Broad health indicators



column 1 2 3
initial health? no yes yes

short-run effect 
(β1)

long-run effect 
(β1 / (1 - β3 ))

PERCEIVED MENTAL HEALTH STATUS (mean = 0.625148)
vintage coefficient -5.50E-06 -2.09E-05 -3.93E-05
standard error 2.96E-05 2.55E-05
t-stat -0.19 -0.82
p-value 0.8523 0.4134

ABSENCE OF COGNITIVE LIMITATIONS (mean = 0.877592)
vintage coefficient 3.50E-05 2.89E-05 4.94E-05
standard error 3.48E-05 3.07E-05
t-stat 1.01 0.94
p-value 0.3148 0.3454

ABSENCE OF LIMITATION IN PHYSICAL FUNCTIONING (mean = 0.669421)
vintage coefficient 1.58E-04 4.57E-05 9.27E-05
standard error 0.00004784 0.00003981
t-stat 3.31 1.15
p-value 0.0009 0.2509
dPrx / d H $3,376
rate of tech change 4.4%

Broad health indicators
Estimates of drug vintage coefficients from models excluding and including controls for initial health

Table 4 (continued)



column 1 2 3
initial health? no yes yes

short-run effect 
(β1)

long-run effect 
(β1 / (1 - β3 ))

EASE LIFTING 10 POUNDS (mean=0.845387)
vintage coefficient 1.15E-04 5.83E-05 1.40E-04
standard error 3.06E-05 2.51E-05
t-stat 3.76 2.32
p-value 0.0002 0.0202
dPrx / d H $4,644 $9,165 $3,826
rate of tech change 2.5% 1.3% 3.1%

EASE WALKING 3 BLOCKS (mean=0.770614)
vintage coefficient 1.95E-04 7.34E-05 2.06E-04
standard error 3.80E-05 2.96E-05
t-stat 5.14 2.48
p-value  <.0001 0.013
dPrx / d H $2,733 $7,275 $2,586
rate of tech change 4.7% 1.8% 5.0%

EASE WALKING A MILE (mean=0.724193)
vintage coefficient 2.01E-04 6.42E-05 1.70E-04
standard error 4.22E-05 3.37E-05
t-stat 4.77 1.91
p-value  <.0001 0.0568
dPrx / d H $2,652 $8,311 $3,147
rate of tech change 5.1% 1.6% 4.3%

EASE STANDING 20 MINUTES (mean=0.822693)
vintage coefficient 1.83E-04 7.52E-05 1.97E-04
standard error 3.35E-05 2.68E-05
t-stat 5.47 2.81
p-value    <.0001 0.0049
dPrx / d H $2,916 $7,098 $2,712
rate of tech change 4.1% 1.7% 4.4%

EASE BENDING/STOOPING (mean=0.822736)
vintage coefficient 1.39E-04 6.15E-05 1.54E-04
standard error 3.23E-05 2.60E-05
t-stat 4.3 2.37
p-value <.0001 0.018
dPrx / d H $3,848 $8,684 $3,477
rate of tech change 3.1% 1.4% 3.5%

Estimates of drug vintage coefficients from models excluding and including controls for initial 

Table 5
Detailed physical ability measures



column 1 2 3
initial health? no yes yes

short-run effect 
(β1)

long-run effect 
(β1 / (1 - β3 ))

EASE REACHING OVERHEAD (mean=0.869893)
vintage coefficient 1.30E-04 1.55E-04 3.63E-04
standard error 2.87E-05 2.39E-05
t-stat 4.55 6.48
p-value   <.0001  <.0001
dPrx / d H $4,091 $3,450 $1,472
rate of tech change 2.8% 3.3% 7.7%

EASE USING FINGERS TO GRASP (mean=0.933632)
vintage coefficient 1.65E-05 9.80E-07 1.90E-06
standard error 1.97E-05 1.74E-05
t-stat 0.84 0.06
p-value 0.4022 0.9549

Detailed physical ability measures
Estimates of drug vintage coefficients from models excluding and including controls for initial health

Table 5 (continued)



Column 1 2 3

marginal vintage 
effect, initial 
health=0 (β1)

marginal 
vintage effect, 
initial health=1    

(β1 + β4)
difference 

(β4)

ALIVE (mean=0.99193)
vintage coefficient 1.29E-04 -2.40E-05 1.53E-04
standard error 1.62E-05 1.79E-05 2.80E-05
t-stat 7.93 -1.34 5.44
p-value    <.0001 0.1789   <.0001

PERCEIVED HEALTH STATUS (mean = 0.476188)
vintage coefficient 1.64E-04 4.07E-05 1.23E-04
standard error 4.12E-05 4.49E-05 7.09E-05
t-stat 3.97 0.91 1.73
p-value    <.0001 0.3648 0.0831

QUALITY OF LIFE INDEX (mean= 0.576231)
vintage coefficient 1.74E-04 3.10E-05 1.43E-04
standard error 3.33E-05 3.65E-05 5.74E-05
t-stat 5.23 0.85 2.49
p-value    <.0001 0.3966 0.0128

ABSENCE OF ANY LIMITATION WORK/HOUSEWORK/SCHOOL (mean = 0.690637)
vintage coefficient 6.53E-05 2.07E-04 -1.41E-04
standard error 6.60E-05 4.78E-05 7.77E-05
t-stat 0.99 4.32 -1.82
p-value 0.3226     <.0001 0.0689

ABSENCE OF SOCIAL LIMITATIONS (mean = 0.817013)
vintage coefficient 7.53E-04 -1.88E-05 7.72E-04
standard error 7.80E-05 4.10E-05 8.52E-05
t-stat 9.65 -0.46 9.06
p-value   <.0001 0.646  <.0001

PERCEIVED MENTAL HEALTH STATUS (mean = 0.625148)
vintage coefficient -3.75E-05 -1.17E-05 -2.58E-05
standard error 5.72E-05 3.81E-05 7.95E-05
t-stat -0.66 -0.31 -0.32
p-value 0.5125 0.7594 0.7456

Estimates of marginal vintage effects, by initial health status, from models including initial health 
and interaction between vintage and initial health

Table 6
Interaction between vintage and initial health



Column 1 2 3

marginal vintage 
effect, initial 
health=0 (β1)

marginal 
vintage effect, 
initial health=1    

(β1 + β4)
difference 

(β4)

ABSENCE OF A29 (mean = 0.877592)
vintage coefficient 3.58E-04 -1.89E-05 3.77E-04
standard error 7.88E-05 3.24E-05 8.31E-05
t-stat 4.54 -0.58 4.53
p-value   <.0001 0.5596   <.0001

ABSENCE OF LIMITATION IN PHYSICAL FUNCTIONING (mean = 0.669421)
vintage coefficient 1.85E-04 -3.32E-05 2.19E-04
standard error 6.20E-05 4.80E-05 7.43E-05
t-stat 2.99 -0.69 2.94
p-value 0.0028 0.4889 0.0033

Estimates of marginal vintage effects, by initial health status, from models including initial health 
and interaction between vintage and initial health

Table 6 (continued)
Interaction between vintage and initial health


